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Easy handling of sophisticated
construction projects.

Frontend iOS Developer –
Junior to Midlevel (f/m/d)
at docu tools
> VIENNA, AUT or REMOTE
> ENGINEERING
> FULL-TIME

About us
docu tools is a rapidly growing, innovative SaaS product to manage construction projects of all kinds. Over
23.000 projects with over 500.000 construction plans and 5.700.000 photos are stored and managed with docu
tools by over 5.000 monthly active users. Developed and distributed by DDS Digital Documentation Systems
GmbH the software has been around since 2008 and is available in 27 languages.
Join the docu tools team to design, plan and implement innovative new features using cutting-edge technologies for the construction industry. Be part in fulfilling our mission to create tools that make large-scale construction projects more sustainable, effective and transparent.
You will closely collaborate with our product owner, UI/UX designers, backend and mobile developers together
with two other web frontend developers. We’re maintaining one iOS app and a couple of component libraries,
composing the docu tools iPad/iPhone app.

Your mission
As an iOS dev at docu tools, you will mainly design, plan and develop new features and maintain the existing
code base in form of bug fixing and refactoring. You have to collaborate with our UI/UX designer, product owner
and backend team. Since this is a junior to midlevel position, we know and understand that there must be time
& place for you to strengthen and grow your skillset. We will create an environment for you to learn, try out new
things and sometimes fail and try again. We expect you to take on that opportunity we offer and prosper with it.
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About the team
We are a young and international team (from Austria, Bulgaria, France, Sri Lanka and Brazil).
We are passionate about design, user experience and technology. We do not build to sell but sell to build
products our customers love to use on an everyday basis.
We don’t want to become the software company where people burn out. Possibility for home/remote
office, flexible work times, extra support during hard times and a general focus on a good work/life balance
are a main focus to us.

What you‘ll do
Technically design, plan and implement features for docu tools iOS app
Create maintainable and scalable code optimised for robustness, reliability and performance
Write and maintain unit tests so that the adherence to the functional requirements and quality of the
productive code is guaranteed
Work on bug fixing and improving application performance
Participate in grooming sessions, design discussions and roadmap meetings

What we’re looking for
Experience with iOS/Swift, modern swift frameworks and libraries and some SwiftUI
Background in integrating REST APIs into mobile apps
Knowledge of OOP paradigms, component models and understanding of UML diagrams
Ability to work both independently and as part of a team

What we offer
Competitive salary

German classes

Learning and development budget/possibilities

Gym at the office

Flexible working hours

Our employees are our most valuable asset,
which is why we develop individual models for

Latest hardware

market- and success-oriented payment. The

Beautiful office with huge garden in

absolute minimum salary under the collective

Vienna’s 19th district

agreement (IT-KV 2022) for this position is

Possibility of remote work (you’ll have to provide

€ 35,784/year.

your own garden though)

our office

Apply for this job at
jobs@docu-tools.com
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